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" FFM: Mary A._Biamonte (MAB) N* '

To: RJC
Date: Tuesday, March-15, 1994 10:20 am
Subject: Limerick training inspection

As promised in our phone conversation I am sending you the information on the
I&C technician incident which we believe is. adequate cause for a "for cause"

~ training inspection.

This' write up should provide you with the specific.information I found when I
.was reviewing the event. We think the ' lead qualified' approach is not in-
keeping with a SAT program since it does not insure that only qualified
technicians will be allowed to work independently.

As Rick indicated, we are available to help out on an inspection. In fact, we
can provide the team members if you can provide the lead evaluator.

Let me_ know if you need more information on my review of the event and contact
Rick if you have questions about an inspection. I'll be sure to pass along
your comments today on the phone to Rick and Warren.

'CC: whs, rapt

Files: P:\ CONTE.TRA
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2/13/94RHRIsolationDuetoPerformingI&CProcedureIncorrectly |
;

: An I&C technician was performing procedure ST-2-036-704-1, " Excess Flow Check
i Valve Functional Test." During the performance of the test the technician-
1 received an unexpected response to one of the steps. The technician did not
! go back and check the steps he had performed and therefore.did not realize
| that the unexpected response occurred because he had performed a step in the
j procedure incorrectly. As required, the technician contacted his immediate
i supervisor when the unexpected response occurred. The supervisor directed the '

; technician'over the phone on what to do to get the. appropriate response but
failed to identify to the technician that the unexpected response was the;

result of an incorrectly performed step. The technician performed the
'

adjustments identified by his supervisor, the correct equipment response was
j received, and he proceeded to the next phase of the procedure. The next phase
; involved performing the same evolution on different equipment. The technician
! performed the steps exactly as he had originally, received the same unexpected
i response, and made completed the same correction without realizing why the
! error was occurring. The test was halted based on the resulting loss of
i shutdown cooling. The technician was unaware of his error and its effect

until he and his supervisor were reviewing the procedure line-by-line in an
i attempt to identify the cause of the loss of shutdown cooling.
:
2 A review of the procedure did not identify any specific deficiencies. However,
;. several factors related to procedures appeared to contribute to the incident.

The normal calibrating methodology used at the site on this equipment requires-

a technician to turn the current all the way down (" turn fully CCW") and then
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gradually increase until a specific response is observed. This test requires
'

actions exactly opposite the normal method for only one step in the process.
In this case the procedure step called for the current knob to be turned
" fully clockwise." There were no warnings or cautions in the procedure about
the unique nature of this step nor was there any indication of the

tconsequences of incorrect task performance. The test method using " fully CCW" '

and " fully clockwise" rather than a specific current setting has a greater
potential for error.

The task assignment process at LGS also appears to have contributed to this
incident. The approach is called " lead qualified" and requires that only the
lead technician be fully qualified to do the assigned task. Two types of
helper technicians can be assigned to work with the lead. Helpers can be
workers who must work under direct observation and supervision and workers who,

may work under supervision (assigned to a lead) but not requiring direct
observation. LGS does not have a formal process to determine if a helper can
work without direction observation. The decision is dependent on supervisor
and lead technician judgement and there are no specific criteria for use in
making the determination. The technician was performing this task under
supervision but not under observation. He is not fully qualified and had not
previously performed the functional test. The " lead qualified" philosophy
does not appear to insure adequate supervision for workers who are not task
qualified but are allowed to work without direct observation.
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